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Chapter Ⅰ

Introduction

Motivation
Cities in the twenty-first century are currently going through an accelerated
process of change. Common characteristics are shared by most of the
big cities in this transformation, which, as we can see, including waves of
immigration and transition of development. And yet, this is exactly what is
happening in China, and will continue for some decades. During the field
trip in Shenzhen, I faced a series of sight that people dressed indecent were
noticeable in the crowd of rushed white collars, with a puzzled expression
on the face. It seems that they have no sense of belonging to this city, nor
do they have an intention or chance to communicate with others on the wide
but undefined sidewalk.

Fig. 1: Shenzhen Civic Square

In contrast, when travelling in Barcelona, Spain lately, I was deeply infected
with the atmosphere in the informal network of spatial interventions-parks,
squares, sports facilities and cultural amenities, etc. To my experience, as
a tourist, every single plaza and neighborhood sports field was carefully
designed. In addition, cafes and snack bars with different cultural
characteristics are accessible, affordable and lively when wandering
around. The architectural culture of Barcelona is indeed rooted in the
historical identity, as French architect David Mangin states, Barcelona is a
"Mecca for urban practices".

Fig. 2: Barcelona Contemporary Art Museum

Motivation

Introduction

In addition, during my stay, cafes and snack bars with different cultural
characteristics such as Japanese, Italian and French were easily reached
in the neighborhood. As well as the architectural culture of Barcelona which
is indeed rooted in the historical identity, as French architect David Mangin
states, Barcelona is a "Mecca for urban practices".

Fig. 3: Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes, Barcelona
Source: google map streetview

Besides the spatial dimension, Barcelona is also seen as a
pioneer in intercultural policy-setting at a European level which
aims at “making visible the contributions throughout history
by people and groups from diverse origins” (Barcelona City
Council, 2009). Unveiled in 2010, the Barcelona Interculturality
Plan is the result of more than a decade of work by Barcelona
City Council. The plan represents a new kind of city policy that
makes interculturalism, with its focus on the relationships and
interaction between citizens, a fundamental and integrated part
of city practice across all departments and services.

Fig. 4: Barcelona intercultural plan, the first such plan was adopted
In 2002 (The Barcelona City Council, 2009)
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Actually the two cities of Barcelona and Shenzhen share more similarities

As a center and economic motor of Asia and even of the world, China’s

rather than differences in ways such as they both trasformed from an

population of rural-to-urban migrants is now over two hundred million, it

industrial city, they both have a multi-culture society, a service-oriented

is urgent for policy makers in China to be aware of the importance of the

government, they both been through remarkable actions like Barcelona's

integration of immigrants into the development of the city. Shenzhen, the

Public Space Revitalization since 20 century 70s, and Shenzhen's Urban

first Special Economic zone in the history of China, is now in the stage of

Regeneration steps taken in 20 century 80s.

socio-economic transition. It appears to be the most suitable case to study
in which ways the city can adapt to changing demands driven by migration

My motivation for this research is mainly derived from the experience

and economic transition. Moreover, this research has sought to open doors

and observation that mentioned above. Rather than making a city more

to future research focused on principles of urban regeneration considering

suitable for rich people, urban designers should take a position and explore

multi-culture context and with participation of vulnerable groups.

alternative planning and design strategies, which can contribute to the
integration and assibilation for a broad swathe of the city’s inhabitants.

Barcelona

Shenzhen

City positioning

Industrial city to International metropolis
(since 20c 90s)

Industrial city to Knowledge city/ Smart city
(since 2008/2009)

Culture context

Multiculturalism

Multi-culture
(Immigrantion culture)

People-oriented governing idea

Open-minded, service-oriented government
(2004 Shenzhen Report on the Work of the Government)

Public space revitalization
(since 20c 70s, aimed at social cohesion)

Urban regeneration
(since 20c 80s)

Administration orientation
Remarkable actions

Fig. 5: Similarities in urban regeneration process between Barcelona and Shenzhen
Introduction
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Problem analysis
The problem will be addressed in this thesis emerged through the historic
development of urbanization of the Shenzhen metropolitan region. As
Shenzhen is facing the shortage of urban development land after decades
of urban sprawl. It is believed that immigrants contribute new knowledge
and links with the markets of their cities of origin, along with being people
with strong motivations to improve their standard of living. Responding to
current trend in the knowledge era, knowledge-based development delivers
prosperity and growth to cities worldwide. Thus it is urgent for Shenzhen to
consider how urban redevelopment should take place socially and spatially.

1980

1990

2000

2010

Fig. 6: Shenzhen city growth
source: http://www.6under60.com/shenzhen-city-growth-overtime-2/
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Historic evolution of immigration and multiculture
All literature, be it official, international or popular dialogues, share a
common rhetoric about Shenzhen- it is a city without history nor culture,
that went from a sleeping fishing village overnight to a modern metropolis.
However, as claimed above, Shenzhen is an immigrant city, whose soul
roots in Lingnan culture. Lingnan culture distinguishes from other cultures in
northern part of China, it is one widely spreads across borders over southern
China, southeast Asia and north America. Hence, every single urban village
in Shenzhen, if been tracked back, has its own history and ancestors who
began to inhabit and multiply thousands of years ago (Wang, 2011). Shuiwei
village, located in the center of Shenzhen, for instance, the history of which

Fig. 7: China's urban-rural population (Hale, 2013)

can be dated back to Ming Dynasty (17th century).
Shenzhen is a city with deep cultural roots. At the very beginning, the
culture of Teochew, Cantonese as well as Hakka contributed greatly to the
formation of multicultural society. Since the foundation of special economic
zone, Shenzhen has created a migrant culture and an innovative spirit of
"encouraging innovation and pursuing excellence." It is crucial to realize that
culture is important and that it influences people’s worldviews, perceptions,
attitudes, and values. Diverse cultures strengthen rather than weaken a city’s
social fabric. In relation to planning, culture diversity suggests that planners
must pay greater attention to how culture impacts, and is in turn impacted
by, planning practices.
However, urban policy makers have failed, at least so far, to create political
and psychological conditions for members of a culture to be in their culture

Fig. 8: Growth of urban population with/ without Hukou in China

but also sufficient outside it to reflect on it.
Introduction
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Lingnan area

Guangdong Province

Shenzhen city

Hakka
Kingdom of Yue's boundaries

Multi-ethnic

Confu

Holo

Lingnan area
Hái-nâm-nâng

Multi-culture

百越

粤

Bai Yue

Yue
Confu Culture
Hakka Culture

Baiyue culture
333 B.C.

Lingnan Culture
265 A.D.

Fig. 9: Evolution of multiculture in Shenzhen area (by author, 2016)

Macao Cuulture
16c middle period

Holo Culture

Immigration Culture
1979

2016

City in transition socially and spatially
To begin with, the past decades have witnessed the generational shift in
Shenzhen’s work force. New-generation migrants (mostly aged from 18-30)
may have more individualistic goals and higher expectations than the previous
generation, and thus might demonstrate different migrating patterns, particularly in
terms of their motivations for migrating, choice of jobs, socioeconomic integration
in cities, and their go-return patterns.
Secondly, it is evident that Shenzhen is going through the promoted shift in
the metropolitan area from mainly industrial towards tertiary sector based. This
transformation from ‘world factory’ towards ‘international city’ has direct and
indirect implications for the urban space of Shenzhen, particularly, the urban
villages. As Juan Du stated (2010):

Fig. 10: Working sectors of new/ old generation of migrant workers

"The scope, speed and scale of transformation both from a social point

of view, and from a geographical point of view, is quite unprecedented in

human history."

Shenzhen

Fig. 11: Come and return pattern of migrant workers

Introduction

Problem analysis
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Target groups
The user groups in this thesis mainly are young migrant workers, children

Another group is the so-called “Maker”, referring to people who take

and upcoming "Makers" and white collars.

pleasure in sharing techniques and ideas. This notion is brought up for the
Makerspace we visited in Dalang Fashion Valley, as a sign of the rising of

Firstly, young migrant workers have been a special group since the

maker culture in Shenzhen. With the regeneration process of Fashion Valley

industrial transformation. They become more vulnerable as the low-skill

and communities in Dalang, white collars majored in fields of management

manufacturing jobs are fewer, the affordable housing are quite limited as

and financial will also choose to work and live here. They are supposed to

well. They need help to get prepared for future changes, predictable and

be a group with strong social responsibility, interested in social issues and

unpredictable.
For children, the built environment provides opportunities to get to know the
world. Neighborhoods with problems give negative impact on children for

current events. In this way, makers and white collar group take essential
position in intercultural integration.

they spend a lot of time living and playing (Sykes, 2011).

Fig.12: "The cutest factory girl"
(by unknows, 2008)
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Fig.13: Children in Kaibin community

Problem analysis

Fig.14: "Maker"
Source: http://maplestage.com/

Introduction

to how culture impacts, and is in turn impacted by, planning practices.
However, urban policy makers have failed, at least so far, to create political and
psychological conditions for members of a culture to be in their culture but also sufficient
outside it to reflect on it.

Fig3: Temples and Hakka culture
activities.(Wikipedia)
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Fig4: Industrial shifting approach

Fig.16: Transformation of former factory in current situation

Fig.15: Shekou flour mills transformation
Source: http://www.nodeoffice.com/ch/show/?id=409
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Shenzhen’s tradition in urban planning
Different from northern part of China, strong spirit of independence in
Guangdong region since modern times roots in Lingnan culture, which has
been well delivered in the construction of urban villages particularly. While
the north just bid farewell to people’s commune system, peasants in Bao’an
already started introducing collective joint-stock cooperation, building
housing as well as factories, attracting Hong Kong investment, so to provide
a significant number of jobs for rural-to-city labor force. It is the creativity and
practice of peasants from Bao’an that directly led to the reform and openingup in late 1970’s.
As the origins of democratic revolution led by Sun Yat-sen, local government

Organizations

in Guangdong region has the tradition of respecting and preserving private
property rights. Enlightened local government also contributes greatly by
allowing residents to have a lot of latitude of autonomy, such as establishing
collective AGs, dividing the share while retaining peasants’ farmland, etc. In
the last two decades, urban policy makers in Shenzhen had explored a lot
in the field of urban renewal. Instead of demolition and rebuilding, they see it
as a renewal of urban functional structure, lifestyle, and urban development
concept. Shenzhen is also one of few pilot cities introducing laws and
regulations considering the interests of vulnerable groups and the future
development.
Hence, with the achievements of urban village redevelopment, it will be

Regulations

advantageous for the government to take more measures for metropolitan
and regional improvement socially and spatially.
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Fig.17: Urban renewal organizations and regulations in Shenzhen
(Urban planning, land & resources commission of Shenzhen Municipality, 2012)
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Problem statement
Following decades of planned or more commonly, market-driven

rehabilitation of the relationship between the living environment and

redevelopment of urban villages in both downtown and periphery in

the residents of urban villages towards livability is of great importance.

Shenzhen, urban policy makers seem to aim at regenerating rent values

Everybody has the need to live in a livable and sustainable environment.

rather than regenerating quality of life for residents and future inhabitants

As such, new possibilities should provide strategies to prove that built

of urban village communities. As a result, the original public spaces are

environment highlighting culture diversity can be more livable. Summarizing,

threatened by redevelopments with more density. The migrants, including

I come to the following problem statement:

the workers and young professions, are suffering from the low quality of built
environment. Even though there exists a certain amount of open space such
as basketball field and square, activity in public space is almost unseen. At
the same time, original spiritual landmarks regarding cultural diversity are

The current physical conditions and policies of urban redevelopment in
Shenzhen’s urban villages does not well support integration in a multicultural
context.

also not able to catch up the speedy shift of the city and the society.
Moreover, many surveys in recent years regarding social issues of migrant
workers show that though Shenzhen is seen as a city providing chance for
improvement and fortune, it is still not suitable enough for settling down
considering the exclusive hukou-system and the uncertainty of their housing
situation. It is also evident that a strong urban bias exists within the planning
community, and this orientation and worldview sees multiculturalism almost
exclusively in urban terms. Either by neglecting or denying the existence
of multicultural issues in urban village and hinterland areas - let alone the
importance of migrants and the integrity of their living.
To conclude, the current redeveloping model fails to recognize the great
diversity in and among migrants and places and has led to a fundamental
unwillingness to treat in a serious and meaningful way the many issues and
problems confronting migrant workers and communities. Thus, the
Introduction

Problem statement
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Research questions
Based on analysis above, the main research question is brought up as

Considering on a larger scale

follows,

What kind of network fostering integration can be formed involving

How can physical conditions facilitate social learning of multi-groups

communities, government, and enterprises in Dalang district and how

(children, migrant workers, graduates and young parents) support

can different groups benefit from it?

community building in Dalang, with the partnership of communities,
government, voluntary sectors and enterprises?

Three main sub-questions that follow from this research are tied to the three
main focuses of the above research question.
Spatial dimension – social dimension

What kind of space got the potential for facilitating the social learning
process in communities?
Designing for multi-groups

How do different groups experience and use the building environment
in daily life?
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Fig.18: Methodology

Fig5: Methodology

Theoretical research
There is a vast body of research in a socio-spatial approach, key notions

physical condition as will also be improved step by step. As a consequence,

such as multiculturalism, social learning, participatory design and human

communities are characterized spatially and socially which is ready for

behavior will be introduced and the relations between them will be

developing networked partnership involving multi-groups. As such, a new

elaborated. Among all these factors, social learning can be seen as a tool

approach of redevelopment in urban village area will be introduced and can

for cultural integration, while multicultural society is the starting point of

also be applicable for other cases in China as well as the world. In this way,

the integration-oriented approach. Through the widely launched activities

a theoretical framework will be developed through the literature review.

regarding social learning in communities, reclaiming cultural diversity, the

Fig.19: Theoretical framework
Introduction
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Culture values as theoretical basis
In general, culture is usually identified with race, ethnicity, gender or class.
The language of “culture” is used to label groups because it is assumed
members hold the same beliefs and aspirations. For anthropologists,
“culture” refers to a relatively coherent system of meaning, more or less
integrated with social relations, practices, and physical conditions (Geetz,
1973; Parsons, 1951; Stein, 1994). However, since the last two decades,
values of culture have been recognized as soft power (Nye, 1990). More
importantly, the value increased when culture is for communication and
exchange (Gray, 2007).
Fig. 20: Rabbit Miffy representing the Netherlands
in cultural communication (Chinadaily Asia, 2015)

Fig. 21: Culture values as theoretical basis
24
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Taking culture values as the theoretical basis, it is important to be aware

In the case of cities of multiculturalism, culture has been playing an essential

that there is objective culture which is more material related and recordable

role in the evolution of social identity and the producing of a multiplicity

like sculpture and music; and subjective culture, which refers to values

of groups. With the arising of welfare state in the 20-century, it becomes

and needs, which is hard to describe and record properly. It is the similar

evident that culture has impacts on fields like social integration and policy

cognitive that forming various cultural groups. The focus of this thesis more

making (Barbieri, 2009).

lies on subjective culture, responding to social learning and participatory
design approach.

Fig. 22: Relation between objective, subjective culture and
community building
Introduction
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Community building as the goal
Shenzhen is identified as a multicultural society; it is crucial to bring up
the unifying theme- community building, in regard of the complexity and
challenge. Since it is in the local community where people develop social
responsibility and identity, community building is necessarily becoming
a national interest. Recently, the socially fragmenting pressures of global
economic competition, immigration, and the devolution of what were
formerly governmental responsibilities to local levels in cities make the
capacities associated with community building ever more important (Briggs,
2002).
In fact, urban villages as marginalized communities are struggling with
loss of manufacturing jobs, public and private disinvestment, racial
discrimination, and an influx of people new to this city. Responding to
this, people need a sense of community in order to achieve the selfactualization as involved citizens. Communities, in some cases can play the
role providing appropriate social solutions for residents, so to improve the
livability or to create public space for various lifestyles.

Fig. 23: Achieving the goal of community building
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Social learning as a tool
After setting the research basis and the goal, question of “how to achieve

pp. 8-9). Or “the perspective on individual behavior that is most compatible

community building based on the multicultural context” arises. Reinforced

with sociological theories and most able to explicate the process by which

by the absence of identity and social responsibility in communities, social-

structural correlates of deviance do or do not have an effect on deviant

interactive mechanisms as social learning is found to be a reformation in

behavior” (Akers, 2009, p.329) and as such plays a fundamental role in

both socio-spatial and political approaches (van Gent, Musterd & Ostendorf,

communities with socio-spatial fragmentation.

2007).

Moreover, social learning has influenced many fields of inquiry as education

Social learning theory is based on the discovery that people can learn from

and social policy. At this level, social learning is very relevant to this project

interactions with other, imitating lies in human nature. It has also been states

and can be seen as an effective tool to facilitating integration. Following

to be “A persisting change in human performance or performance potential

approaches (socio-spatial and political) will be investigated in next steps.

as a result of the learner’s interaction with the environment” (Driscoll, 1994,

Fig. 24: Social learning as a tool
Introduction
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Socio-spatial approach
When looking at the broad research focuses on the built environment of
modern society, it becomes apparent that a large ratio of this research
explores the relationship between the social and physical dimensions.
Kevin Lynch (1992) identified paths, edges, nodes, districts and landmarks
as the key elements of urban space in his well known “The image of the
city”. As a matter of fact, these elements are also very crucial in the case of
Dalang. Similar with Lynch, Alexander (1979) also emphasis the psychology
of place, which is related to the sense that telling people whether a place is
comfortable, vibrant, quiet or threatening.

Fig. 25: Socio-spatial approach
28
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Concerning urban vitality, Jacobs (1961) pays more attention on diversity,
according to her theories, this term ranges wide from the presence and
size of street markets, the availability of cultural and meeting places to the
quality and price of services. So basically, the most lively and attractive
spaces tend to be places of tremendous variety, with a large representation
of small-scale activities of art, cultural and business.
Another important character of vibrant urban life is identity, as Relph (1976)
outlined the role of place in lives of people:
“… there is for virtually everyone a deep association with and

consciousness of the places where we were born and grew up,
where we live now or where we have had particularly moving

experiences. This association seems to constitute a vital source of
both individual and cultural identity and security.” (p. 43)

More generally, the identity of a place is about how people feel of the place
(Spencer & Dixon, 1983). These feelings are the outcome of the information
received from that space. This information is based on not only individuals’
values and beliefs, but also values in a wider cultural context. Thus, places

Fig. 26: Components of a sense of place. (Punter, 1991)

hold out various identities provides possibilities for activities involving
different groups in communities.

Introduction
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Another perspective of researching urban space is investigating how space
network impact the flows. In theories of Hillier (1987), he claimed that the
formation of the urban street network is a dominant factor of movement
flows. The movement is named ‘natural movement’. When one would
observe all the trips people make within an urban system from any possible
origin to any possible destination, some spaces in between would be used
more often than others. More generally, it is easier to get to the central
than other places. Starting from this point, more research could be done in
regard of radius integration. A node which is more accessible in a network
of a certain metric distance, will be more integrated at the same time,
theoretically, however this is what we can see in reality.
At the same time, this integration gives these spaces an advantage over
other worse integrated spaces. It is these spaces that will develop the
diversity and identity in the evolution of a city, because of people wanting
to profit from this advantage. The theory of human-centered urbanism by
Gehl (1971) also delivered similar ideas. The levels of social interaction
including pedestrian flow and activity will give huge impact on the vitality
of public space. He also invented “soft edge”, referring to realms between
different functions, particularly somewhere people could stay and face the
pedestrian flows.
Taking all these into concern, theories on human behavior and built
environment supporting integration are essential to tackle as the goal of this
theme is community building.
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Fig. 27: Analysis of Settlement Layout (Hiller and Hanson, 1984,
pp.100-107). A typical representation of their research into society
as a spatial system.

Theoretical research

Introduction

Planning approach
Today citizen participation in policymaking and public administration is
being talked more often than the top-down planning approach. All spheres
of local administration now calls for different forms of participation such as
communication and negotiation. Participation might also come from different
levels of cooperation and management by civil society bodies (collectives,
enterprises and voluntary sectors, etc.)
Participation is crucial to the redirection of architecture and the built
environment it creates (Hatch, 1984). Participatory design, also referred to
as community design, is an attitude about a force for change in the creation
and management of environments for people (Sanoff, 1999). In Sanoff’s
view, participation can be extended collaboration of people pursuing
objectives that they themselves have defined. Since vulnerable groups

objectives that they themselves have defined. Since vulnerable groups
are often underrepresented or excluded from the political decision-making
process, planning made it a particular task to support their cause. It is also
believed that participation in planning is an answer to the increasing trend
to reduce most questions of urban society to technical problems and one of
the channels of action through which people may be able to humanize city
bureaucracy (Gans, 1967; Jacobs, 1961).
Social learning is also an essential element in participatory design. The
importance of social learning in a participatory design lies in the process
of people trying to achieve a common goal as one 'community'. They can
freely make explicit underlying values, share problem identification and cocreation of knowledge (Pretty 1995; Pahl-Wostl and Hare 2004).

Fig. 28: Planning approach
Introduction
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Summary
Combining these elements and approaches, community building could be
considered in much wider terms than the spatial implementation. There
are also social elements in the perspective of multi cultural society which,
if combined properly with the logic of space, provide high urban quality.
Through the process of socio-spatial and planning development, the social
learning experiences of the user groups will be rebuilt from current poor
taste to diversity.

Fig. 29: Theoretical framework
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Introduction

Relevance
Social relevance

Scientific relevance

According to surveys, urban villages are commonly inhabited by young

In order to comprehend challenges urban regeneration facing, it is urgent to

migrant workers and graduates, and as such they are associated with
overcrowding and social problems. At the same time, there is also a risk
of losing job under the background of industrial restructuring. Multi-groups
including young graduates, migrant workers, children, adolescents and
their parents, as participants of community building in urban village areas,
have a rising demand for self-advancement.
During the process of urbanizing the urban villages, lots of identities
shaped by history and spatial experience are erased. Cultural value of
urban villages are not well considered in existing redevelopment plans. For
original villagers, the social connection inside the village is broken down;
for tenants, the urban village is lack of cultural attraction. Learned from
successful cases worldwide, the sense of community – a powerful sense of
place and its importance – has always characterized a livable community.
The project intends to provide an alternative bottom-up redeveloping
way of urban villages that introduce informal social network which would
help to hear the voice from the vulnerable group and provide them more
opportunities for interactions and self-advancement, in order to make the
interaction within communities stronger.

search for new insights on urban planning and design in Shenzhen. Though
there are already some research about the importance and influence of
culture diversity and community building, however, not many discussions
focusing on relations between built urban form and integration in the context
of multicultural society. Moreover, the recent urban village regeneration
practice emphasizes social values and enhancement of spatial innovations,
as social wellbeing lacks enough concern during the transforming period.
The project explores the possibility of urban reform to balance effectiveness
and equity in the time of knowledge economy.
All these driving factors makes me realize the importance of understanding
the significant role played by cultural diversity and place identity, and
considering them in design process in the context of societal and industrial
restructuring. “Complex city” offers a new way to think about the position
of urban designer shall take in urban planning and leaves great freedom
in defining and developing my own consideration. An urban designer, in
contemporary society, who becomes more like a negotiator instead of a
pure designer, has the advantage of capturing a bigger picture including
enterprises, government, citizens and voluntary sectors. Therefore this
research and design project aims to promote intercultural interaction as well
as place making in communities, form a networked partnership within the
district as one step further.

Introduction
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Chapter Ⅱ

From past experience
to the future

Introduction
In this chapter, as named, from past experience to the future, cases

All these factors become very essential when envisioning a desirable

throughout the world will be introduced in the perspective of cultural

future for Dalang. Streets and other potential area in the site would become

integration. Most of the cases are drawn from Asian cities such as Taipei,

places where culture and art could anchor a vibrant, mixed-use cluster.

Shenzhen, with similar context, borrowing lessons such as bottom-

It involved a diversity of uses and is part of the city’s larger vision. A

up management (Nanjing Village), culture revitalization (Ximending

strategic partnership between public, private, and non-profit sectors will be

District), mixed-use development and working with different actors closely

introduced to address the full range of innovative issues.

(Tianmian Village and Dalang Youth Dream Center). The case of La Vallée
Village is relevant concerning the partnership between the village and
global enterprise, from the very beginning of land use plan to the service
cooperation.

Fig. 30: Locations of case studies
Fom past experience to the future
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Comparative study
Ximending urban renewal, Taipei, Taiwan
Ximending is a neighborhood and shopping pedestrian zone in the Wanhua
District of Taipei, Taiwan, well accessed by public transportation. Ximending
used to be an accumulation of theaters, grew even more prosperous in the
1950s. Today, this neighborhood has been seen as the source of Taiwan's
fashion, subculture, and Japanese culture.
Neighborhood Improvement is a project promoted by Taipei City Urban
Regeneration Office, aiming at enlisting the help of Taipei’s residents to
propose their own improvement plan for their community’s public space. In this
process, one workshop was organized, namely, “Discover delicious food with
me”. Local residents, tourists and community planner were get involved in this
activity, spent two hours strolling around the area, created a Food Road-map
as an end product. It was stated by members in the office, this program’s goal
is not only providing tourism information, but also addressing the spots got
potential for improvement.
As well known, community planning in Taiwan has developed over decades
and accumulated rich public participation experience. There was a preparation
of thought, people, and institution before community planning came into
existence. Generally, community planner provides localized public service
with clear scopes, and the employment of planners has related institution and
requirements. Community Planners try to achieve their objectives not only by
enhancing the quality of the urban living environment but also by designing a
community that is responsive to the needs of local residents.

Fig. 31: Ximending travel tour center
(Taipei City Urban Regeneration Office, 2014)

. Case study

1 Ximending urban renewal- Taipei city

mending is a neighborhood and shopping pedestrian zone in the Wanhua
strict of Taipei, Taiwan, well accessed by public transportation. Ximending used to be
n accumulation of theaters, grew even more prosperous in the 1950s. Today, this
eighborhood has been seen as the source of Taiwan's fashion, subculture, and
panese culture.

eighborhood Improvement is a project promoted by Taipei City Urban Regeneration
fice, aiming at enlisting the help of Taipei’s residents to propose their own improvement
an for their community’s public space. In this process, one workshop was organized,
amely, “Discover delicious food with me”. Local residents, tourists and community
anner were get involved in this activity, spent two hours strolling around the area,
eated a Food Road-map as an end product. It was stated by members in the office, this
ogram’s goal is not only providing tourism information, but also addressing the spots got
otential for improvement.

s well known, community planning in Taiwan has developed over decades and
cumulated rich public participation experience. There was a preparation of thought,
eople, and institution before community planning came into existence. Generally,
mmunity planner provides localized public service with clear scopes, and the
mployment of planners has related institution and requirements. Community Planners try
achieve their objectives not only by enhancing the quality of the urban living
nvironment but also by designing a community that is responsive to the needs of local
sidents. In the planning process, planners help generate ideal images of public space by
awing upon the input and vision of residents and engaging them in a continuous process
discussion and communication. In this way the process entices public participation and

Fig.
32: Ximending regeneration project
Fig15: Food-Road map of Ximending
(Taipei
CityUrban
Urban
Regeneration
Office, 2014)
(Taipei City
Regeneration
Office, 2014)

Tianmian village, Shenzhen, China
Tianmian village located within Shenzhen Central Park, directly to the east of CBD,
covering the area of 50,000 m2. With 200 villagers and around 8,000 temporary
population. It is a village with a history of longer than 300 years.
In 1998, Tianmian started the redevelopment based on master plan established during
1995-1996. Instead of selling the land to the developer, the village shareholder let the
developer build a luxury hotel and make profit from the buildings on their own. In return,
the developers invest to rebuild the handshake houses for the village company to
continue rental market. Besides, other mid-class residence and commercial space has
been constructed. These are under the permission of government. In 2001, a new luxury
development – Millennium Oasis with underground garage, health club and swimming
pool was opened. Tianmian village has thus becme a community with uniformity.
As to the industrial transformation, Tianmian village also set a good example. There
used to be old factory building took up the area of 1.5 hectares, in 2006, the first
industrial design estate named “City of Design” Creative Industry Estate was invested
and operated by Sphinx, with the total floor space of up to 50,000 square meters and
total investment of 18 million RMB; it is one of the key construction project of Shenzhen
government.
China (Shenzhen) is the first industrial design estate and plays an important role for
Shenzhen to build “City of Design”. It oriented to the high-end industrial design cluster.
There are over 280 world famous enterprises inside the park, including the companies
from Hong Kong, Japan, Australia and Germany, which has become a national-level
industrial design and high-tech industrialization base with the largest scale and highest
output in China.
Fig. 33: Tianmian City of Design
Source: http://www.yt-creative.com

orces community awareness. Taiwan’s community planning system can be a
ence for Shenzhen urban planning development.

Tianmian village- Shenzhen

mian village located within Shenzhen Central Park, directly to the east of CBD,
ing the area of 50,000 m2. It is the smallest urban village in Shenzhen with only 200
ers and around 8,000 temporary population.

mian is a village with a history of longer than 300 years, including Shang(upper)
mian and Xia(down) Tianmian two villages. Since the establishment of special
omic zone, Tianmian also got trapped in the process of urban village development,
riginal inhabitant started to move out because of the problematic living environment.

to be emphasized that, a journal called Twenty Years of Tianmian was published by
illage group company, which recorded the history of the establishment, reform and
nt situation of Tianmian village. The book was collected by very single villager in
to unite.

98, Tianmian started the redevelopment based on master plan established during
-1996. Instead of selling the land to the developer, the village shareholder let the
oper build the luxury hotel and make profit from the buildings on their own. In return,
evelopers invest to rebuild the handshake houses for the village company to continue
l market. Besides, other mid-class residence, which is called Tianmian Garden,
mercial space has been constructed as well. These are under the permission of
rnment. In 2001, a new luxury development – Millennium Oasis with underground
ge, health club and swimming pool was opened. The apartment of Millennium Oasis
about 30% above the average Shenzhen apartment. In 2004, a 30-story building and
star hotel were built. Tianmian village has become a community with uniformity.

the industrial transformation, Tianmian village also set a good example. There used
old factory building took up the area of 1.5 hectares, in 2006, the first industrial
n estate named “City of Design” Creative Industry Estate was invested and operated

Fig17: Location and land use of
Tianmian village

Fig. 34: Location and land use of Tianmian village

Dalang Youth Dream Centre, Shenzhen, China
Dalang Youth Dream Centre located in Yifenghua industrial park, the buildings are
former dorms for migrant workers of factories nearby. Considering the rising demands
for self-improvement, communication and recreation of young migrant workers living
around, Dalang administrative office promoted this project, the 1400 m2 area was
provided by the property owner- Yifenghua industrial park for free. Professor Zhu Tao,
employed in Faculty of Architecture, Hong Kong University, took the lead in the design
of space.
The Youth Dream Center is wisely divided into five sections as a library, a small theater,
a lecture room, consultancy sector and administrative area of several NGOs. Since
the opening of the center, nearly 400,000 young migrant workers benefit from the free
facilities and various activities aimed at providing opportunities for learning, socializing,
practicing and horizon broaden. Despite the free amenities, programs such as “Loan
for young migrant workers”, give workers who want to invest in self-improvement or start
up small business a chance to take the first step on the way realizing their dream.
Moreover, the operation mode of the center can be used as a reference. In the
very beginning, NGOs are introduced by the local administrative office, providing
professional service for migrant workers. With the developing of public welfare, more
and more migrant workers who have the intention to contribute to the group they
themselves belong to, begin taking up the service. Encouragingly, many of them found
direction of their future, and reached some achievements, then give back to the project
through fortune or knowledge.

Fig. 35: Activity at Dalang Youth Dream Center
(Dalang Youth Dream Center, 2015)

Fig. 36: Function distribution of Dalang Youth Dream Center

Fig. 37: The governance model of Dalang Youth Dream Centre

Nanjing village, Shenzhen, China
Trial measures on residents’ autonomy were first established in Longhua District,
which plays a leading role in exploring effective model of self management in urban
village. Four communities including Nanjing village are selected as pilots of residents’
autonomy.
Nanjing village is one of the largest urban villages in Longhua, occupied by 25
thousand tenants, among whom 60% are homeowners. After years of ongoing accidents
caused by the inadequate infrastructure, a discussion of the property management was
finally taken place in 2012. Then the Homeowner Committee was emerged by several
rounds of elections. The committee represents tenants to work on renovations through
friendly negotiation and cooperation with Property Company. 500 thousand RMB could
be collected from residents as management fee in Nanjing Village every year.
However, one of the thorny issues is the lack of long-term supervision on the use of
funds and the renovation proposal. Besides, construction of infrastructure in the village
such as electricity supply and fire protection water supply are beyond the committee’s
power. Related management authorities should issue licenses to the committee,
otherwise there will be potential safety hazard for people’s livelihood.

Fig. 38: Parking management in Nanjing village
Source: Google map streetview

Site

Nanjing village

Fig. 39: Location of Nanjing village in Dalang sub district

La Vallée Village, Paris, France
La Vallée Village located 35 minutes (by car) east of the center of Paris and only
five minutes (by car) from Disneyland® Resort Paris, Europe’s most popular tourist
attraction, full of fun for the young at heart – of any age.
Back in the late ’80s, Disney partnered development consulting firm and landscape
design firm, subdivided large land parcels within the framework of the large master
planned communities. Key elements of the project such as hotels, a multi-use urban
center, an office & industrial park and a regional shopping center, which is now
known as La Vallée Village.
The expanded partnership is the result of a successful 15-year relationship between
Disneyland® Paris and La Vallée Village, welcomed 14.8 million visitors in the year
of 2015. Partnered with Disneyland Paris, La Vallée Village offers not only luxury
outlet experience, but also exclusive experiences in the resort as part of its Groups
& Events (MICE) strategy. The Village provides various of facilities and service for
visitors, including a Welcome Center offering tour guide and other information.
Corporate and agency planners can book tailored programs for groups, meetings,
conventions, incentive programs and events that incorporate luxury shopping at La
Vallée Village with unique experiences in the Disneyland® Paris resort.

Fig. 40: La Vallée Village
Source: http://citynotes.me/2014/outlet

Fig. 41: Land diveded in Disneyland Resort, Paris
Source: https://www.designingdisney.com/content/
euro-disney-resort-site-selection-master-plan

The diagram below illustrate the conclusion of the comparative study.
Factors in urban regeneration in villages are various. Cases in Shenzhen
are pioneers in certain perspectives such as self-governing, others in Paris
and Taiwan gives new insights of how to develop partnership with the
government and big enterprises.

Fig. 42: Urban regeneration factors concerning culture revitalization
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From past experience to the future

Desirable future
Through a better understanding of the context and current
situation, and engaged with actors and target groups, a
desirable future for Dalang is developed. As urban villages

re faced with so many challenges and threats, there may not be an
are in a period of social and spatial transformation, the
to solve everything, but the key is to maintain and sustain the
benefits of regeneration may not be immediately apparent.
. However, an alternative way of shaping Dalang’s future provided in
The lessons we learnt along the way are to be aware of and
s the physical conditions potential for integration, in terms of street
sustain the multicultural society, and to inform and enhance
paces. A series of images are set out to visualize an area that Dalang
the public realm as public utilized space for both residents
and visitors. An alternative of shaping Dalang’s future

rent situationprovided
and theinprocess
of describes
urban regeneration
Shenzhen rural
this thesis
the physicalinconditions
achieved step
by
step
as
follows:
potential for intercultural integration, in terms of street

vitality,
buildings,ofand
space.
m, the physical
conditions
streets
got potential for revitalization in
will be improved,
to foster
vast underpinned
diversity in by
small
andofmedium
The resultso
is phased
based,
a series
the streets.design
Residents
would
have
more
choices
and
concepts, to better define the multicultural interests
identity. for
ban space. The future framework will be established as follows:
1. In the short term, incorporate existing green streets
and community alleys with vitality into an improved
pedestrian framework. Providing diverse and affordable
service, fostering more activities by place making. Mixeduse development also meets the aspirations of the local
community. The existing waterfront will be preserved and
regenerated.

Fig. 43: Desirable future in short term
Fig21: Vision 1.0
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paratively long term, principles of making successful urban place and
plans on socio-spatial network can be explored.

2. One step further, with communities, NGOs and enterprises’
efforts, a partnership on policy making and self-governance
will be established, providing more opportunities for social
learning in another dimension. The communities with intercultural
characteristics can then form a network, serving the area on a
larger scale, as to say, Dalang district, giving people a sense of
pride and reinforce their identity with their community.

Fig23: Vision 3.0

sion 2.0

Fig. 44: Desirable future in longer term
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Desirable future

From past experience to the future

3. In a comparatively long term, an urban
regeneration model for intercultural integration
will be further explored, based on the
achievement of public space network and local
partnerships.

Fig. 45: The expected partnership between stakeholders in the future

From past experience to the future
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Chapter Ⅲ

Site Analysis

Introduction
Dalang sub district, belongs to Longhua district which lies in north-western
part of Shenzhen city. What’s more, Dalang is an area rich in environmental
resource such as greenery and water. Small industrial parks are widely
spread in Dalang which are mainly on manufacturing.

Guangdong

Shenzhen

Longhua District

Dalang sub district

Fig. 46: Location of research site
Site analysis
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In the last decades, Shenzhen has been transformed
from a manufacturing and distribution base to a service
and information economy. In the comprehensive plan of
Shenzhen city (2010-2020), the political strategy by local
government is promoting urban renewal development as
well as industrial shifting, from low-skill manufacturing to
high-end service, in order to place the district as a subcenter of Shenzhen.

Fig. 47: The comprehensive plan of Shenzhen city (2010-2020)
Source: www.szpl.gov.cn
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Site analysis

The context in Dalang
Facing several challenges such as uneven development,
sustainability, shortage of construction land and low level
of competency, Dalang is also in a stage of transition. To
begin with is the transition in developing mode, so as to
say, from increase development to development of the
stock as a strategy on city level. The stage of industrial as
well as socio-spatial transition also comes together with
slowing down the speed of developing.
According to the field trip, it is evident that Dalang is an
area of multiculturalism. Hakka, namely, takes a large
proportion of local people. The earlier communities in
Dalang were traditionally constructed organically on the
basis of ethnicity, religion and industry, united by the
people’s common ethnic background or the religious
temples they attended. The new communities however are
based on industry, building construction, urban planning,
or the public transit system, becoming more short term and
economical.
Fig. 48: Origin of interviewed migrant residents of Dalang
(Ruben Hoek, 2015)
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Analysis of stakeholders
Actors indicate who are involved in the redevelopment process and have
decisive right on the outcome of redevelopment process. Considering
the present situation of redevelopment, actors include the government,
villagers, NGOs, and the developers.

which, however, is not equivalent to the high profit of present house renting.
Hence, the local villagers as landlords are reluctant on redevelopment if
they cannot get a satisfactory compensation.
As an important component, migrant workers’ group however have voice

1. The government’s attention

that barely been heard of by the villagers (their landlord) or the government.
Their demands nowadays are basicly wealth accumulation, what is different

The government pays attention on land resources of urban villages. If
more village collective land can be transformed into state-owned land, the
problem of land use shortage, which has been incurred by constant urban
development, can be alleviated. If the redevelopment strategy could be
implemented, government should consider more on the requirements of

from previous generation of migrant workers’ is they also have a great
demand of communication with others. According to the survey made
during field trip, large amount of young migrant workers still consider
Shenzhen as a place to make a progress but not for long-term settlement.

both residents and the landlords - the villagers.

3. Enterprise’s interests

It is the government’s responsibility to figure out better measures for

Enterprise now referred to should be divided into two groups. One is

redevelopment and more useful rule and principles for management.
Government should not only consider the economic profits but also the
aspects of spatial improvement of the city.

developers involved in urban development directly, whose interests lie in the
assessment of residence situation of urban villages, including the location
of the specific urban village, the building condition and the population.

2. Villagers’ stance

The location is the most decisive factor, because developers’ participation

Villagers’ stances differ due to the age levels and cultural backgrounds.

much profit as possible. The other group of enterprise is the employer of

The young people usually hold positive attitude toward urban village
redevelopment. Actually, the villagers will get relevant compensation

means complete transformation of the land use for the sake of creating as
migrant workers. Their interests lie in maximizing production benefit and
improving management efficiency.

according to the compensation policy,
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The context in Dalang
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4. NGOs’ participation
As the public benefit activities boosting in Shenzhen,
more and more none government enterprises
begin to take part in integration with other actors.
The advantage of enterprises’ participation is that
their abundant experience on career planning or
management etc. will help inspire youngsters new
way of thinking and planning their life.
Regarding the field of urban regeneration, the
participation of NGOs provides experience that
can improve the market value of urban villages to
satisfy the economic development. However the
disadvantage is that the service offered by NGO
is now hard to evaluate and their operation is not
normalized.

Fig. 49: Current governnance model in Dalang
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Physical condition analysis
In the research area, there are residential buildings,
scattered industrial parks and few complex for recreation.
The research area includes three villages namely Shiao,
Xinwei and Kaibin. Compared with the atmosphere of this
public space, the imperforation of Shiao community has
occupied the land of large proportion whereas without
offering spatial function for the public activity. And even it
has been so intact that it brings about negative image for
the area. Other two urban villages named Kaibin and Xinwei
had been planned before urban redevelopment. According
to the field trip, buildings in Shiao community are on a plan
to be dismantled for redevelopment, whereas, old Shiao
community maintains the original state.
In the following physical condition anlaysis maps, a 15
mins' walking distance circle is defined, showing whether
the facilities are within a range of walking, giving a sense of
scale at the same time.

Fig.50: Walking distance circle
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Land use distribution
The main land use is residential and industrial use
in research area. However the functions are quite
fragmented as the mapping shows. Mixed-use is
currently rare to be seen expect a few complex in
Fashion Valley. A few buildings have been vacant for
years.

Office
Industry
Commercial
Residential
Vacancy

Fig.51: Land use distribution
Site analysis
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Public transportation system
The buslines in research area is usually designed to
commute between industry parks and communities,
ignoring the possible mobility between communities. It
makes travel distance much longer than actual distance.
Plus the bus stops are not equally distributed.

Busline
Bus stop

Fig.52: Public transportation system
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Slow traffic system
The slow traffic system in research area is hard to map for only along
main street are there pedestrians being defined. In most cases, bike lanes
are missing alongside the road, people cycle either on auto lane, or on
pedestrian lane. Few bake lanes are blocked to keep car parking away.

Fig.53: Blocked bike lane
Site analysis

Fig.54: Absence of bike lane
Physical condition analysis
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Outdoor open space
Outdoor open space in research area includes greensdefined or not, play grounds- ususally designed as
basketball grounds. Most of the open space is located
beyond the main body of a community. Open space
compensation should be considered in regard of the
current situation.

Green area
Play ground

Fig.55: Outdoor open space
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Existing barriers
Diversity lies in topography of the research area for
there are several height difference which divided
functions and territories natually. Other barriers includes
fences around industrial parks and communities, busy
streets and a stream going through the southeastern
part, as a border of Xinwei community.

Fig.56: Distribution of existing barriers

100m

Fig.57-60: Existing barriers

Barriers as fences

Barriers as busy street

Barriers as busy street

Barriers as level difference

Density of residence
The residential density is quite astonishing in regard
of the amount and quality of public facilities and open
space. Among the communities, Xinwei ranks the first
place as 3.39 person per squaremeter.

Fig.61: Residential density
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Education
In the research area, there is no primary school, quality
of kindergartens are different. Several child care center
are located on the ground floor of residential buildings
with iron railings to keep kids inside.

Kindergarten
Primary school

Fig.62: Child care center in Xinwei community
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Fig.63: Distribution of education
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Clinic and pharmacy
There is lack of clinics, the one located in Yifenghua
Industrial Park provides free service for the employees.
While phamacies are widely distributed in communities.

Clinic
Pharmacy

Fig.64: Distribution of medical facilities
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Hot spots
Hot spots are mapped based on the observations
made during field trip. Once a place there are more
than 10 people gathered together, it could be defined
as a hot spot. Among them, snack bars and fruit
markets are more likely to become hot spots as there
is usually stalls infront of the door.

Workshop
Attactive shop or facilities
Children care place

Fig.65: Hot spots
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Fig.66: Attractive shop (Xinwei community)

Fig.67: Open air snooker (Xinwei community)

Fig.68: Play ground (Shiao community)

Fig.69: Workshop (Xinwei community)
Physical condition analysis
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By interviewing several migrant workers, their daily routines are recorded as the figure
shows below. Normally their working time last 8 hours per day, however, depending on
their own willingness as well as the factory’s demand, another 4 hours of overworking
from 18.00-22.00 is not that uncommon. Except overworking, their spare time in the
evening seems not so interesting after a day of working. Some will simply stay at norms
relaxing while some still choose to go out for computer or management training as a way
of self-improvement.

d as the figure
, depending Urban
on
movements of migrant workers
of overworking
are time in As
thechildren usually commute between school and
home, the urban movements of migrant workers is
y stay at norms
more valuable to mention here. Daily routine of migrant
aining as a way

workers is recorded from 8.00 am to 10.00 pm. Working
time takes the largest proportion of the day. Overtime
working is not rare for the workers are paid on hourly
basis, they choose to work longer if they want to

gain more. In other cases, thery are required to work
after 17.00 at the end of each season. Quite a few of

workers hold negative respond to attending corses or
communicating with friends as they feel so tired after

Fig.70: Possible movement route
Site analysis

Urban movements of migrant workers

work.

Fig36: Daily routine of migrant
workers and possible locations
of activities

Fig.71: Daily routine of migrant workers
Physical condition analysis
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Street vitality in daytime
The street vitality in daytime is evaluated by
observations during field trip in Xinwei, Shiao and Kaibin
communities, as well as several spots in industrial parks
in research area. Among them, the street vitality in Shiao
and Kaibin communities are more impressive.

Fig.72: Street vitality in daytime in Kaibin community
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Low

Fig.73: Street vitality in daytime

100m

Street vitality at night
The street vitality at night is evaluated by observations
during field trip in Xinwei, Shiao and Kaibin communities,
as well as several spots in industrial parks in research
area. Among them, the street vitality in Xinwei and
Kaibin communities are more explosive, daily night fairs
are organized in an orderly way.

Fig.74: Street vitality at night in Xinwei community

High
Low

Fig.75: Street vitality at night

100m

Quality of buildings
The conclusion map of buildings' quality in research
area is based on observations during filed trip. Shiao
community is comparatively low quality for it is an old
village. Industrial buildings between Kaibin and Xinwei
community are also in poor condition, together with
some illegal shanties. The current urban form of Kaibin
and Xinwei community is the result of planning, and the
residential buildings are more resently built. Large part
of the Fashion Valley is currently under construction,
most of the buildings there are in good condition.

High
Low

Fig.76: Quality of buildings
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Site analysis

General morphological research parameters
In the morphological analysis, three plots at three different locations
are selected for the representative urban form.
Accessibility correlate to the number and location of the entrances
to a block, as well as the gate into buildings, which can enlarge the
border length of a block, in this way, lengthen the border line that can
contain further points to get into a block.
Shared space referred to enclosed or semi-private space, usually
with temporal access. Special attention will be paid on how the
shared spaces are defined and used by tenants of the block.
Vague space includes undefind or abandoned land in-between
buildings.
Circulation space is more related to passage or linear space for
mobility.
Mapping and analysis these factors give insights on space with
potential for transformation and integration on block scale. The
architectural form and appearance is also important qualities that
deserve to be improved.

Site analysis

Physical condition analysis
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General morphological characteristics

location

plot
public street
neighborhood
building

Fig.77: General morphology analysis
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Shared space

circulation space
shared space
vague space
public street
neighborhood
building
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Fig.78: General morphology analysis- shared space
Site analysis

Physical condition analysis
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Accessibility

circulation space
shared space
vague space
building or yard
entrance
shop entrance
public street
neighborhood
building

100m

Fig.79: General morphology analysis- accessibility
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Physical condition analysis

Site analysis

Buildings with potential
According to former analysis, buildings that remain
vacant but with good quality, take strategic locations
such as the waterfront area however currently
function as industry, currently act as attractive spot, or
buildings in low construction quality are defined with
the potential for regeneration.

100m
Fig.80: Buildings with potential
Site analysis

Physical condition analysis
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Conclusion
The current situation of physical conditions in
research area is way from high quality. The lack of
public amenities and space, the boundaries and the
functional fragmentation, all these ring an alarm for
future development or urban regeneration. People have
demands for communication but they do not know how,
Daily routine seems boring, nor do they eager to go
training courses due to lack of money and interests. The
problems can be addressed in both social and spatial
fields.
By overlaying all these factors, it is evident that the
potential for integration mainly lies on the in-between
area, or namely, borders. According to studies of urban
borders, borders can be seen as product of changes
in political, socio-economic and cultural circumstances
(van Houtum & van Naerssen 2002). Borders are coins
with two sides, segregation as well as connection. The
formation of urban border is a dynamic consequence
of the mix and coexistence of several cultures. Borders
do have functions: protecting, controling, and identity
fostering (Breitung, 2011). To my understanding,
borders could be catalyst of urban regeneration, where
is accessible and equal for people with different cultural
context.
Fig.81: Conslusion map- borders
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The fabric of urban villages should be conserved due
to its cultural and historical identity for Dalang. In order
to improve the spatial quality of urban village, the
usages of the existing buildings should be redefined
and not limited merely as residence. The configuration
of the buildings homogenize the community where can
be regarded as a place full of multiplicity. The space
along the ditch could be redefined as a corridor both
economically and environmentally, which is ready for
ground floor greenery recreation, outdoor exhibition and
street market.

Fig.82: Voice of migrant workers need to be heard

Reclaiming the streets will help exploring how to design
a epiphytic homogeneous scape, which can result
in a planning strategy. This streetscape should be
multifunctional. Homogeneity of the space contributes
the along-street area can be used based on different
ideas to create a basic spatial structure supporting
integration in this area.
Moreover, the cognition of people needs to be shifted
from ‘come and leave’ to seeing Dalang as a place
with a sense of belong. It can be a place they make
contribution to, and giving back the core values they
demand in return.

Fig.83: From floating to settle
Site analysis

Conclusion
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Chapter Ⅳ

Formulating Intercultural Strategies

Introduction
Based on the findings from the theoretical and empirical research,
now a spatial strategy as well as a planning strategy will be
structured. In order to develop a better strategy, reviewing on
the needs of different target groups and re-understanding the
implication of culture become very essential. From this, the goal
of this graduation project will be completely revealed, and the
principles and patterns responding to the needs will be formed
and developed.
Before introducing the strategy, it is essential to rethink public
space. Public space generally refers to places that open to all,
property that privately owned is often not considered as public
space. As discussed above, the property ownership in Dalang
is extremely complicated. Even though there are vacant space
and buildings defined with potential for transformation, the path
towards the implementation of any better-designed projects is still
full of obstacles.
However, trying to redefine public space give urban designers, as
well as the space users a chance to make some difference in the
near future. By redefining public space, the main characteristics
are accessibility and usability for all citizens. In order to achieve
this, design principles and governance model can be developed.
Space with multiple functions, including pedestrians, parks and
markets, help introducing a better definition of public, semi-public

Fig.84: Redefine public space through cooperative actions

to private.
Formulating Intercultural Strategies
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Demands call for design principles
According to the last revision of hierarchy of needs, Maslow (1971)
describes eight different needs (i.e. physiological, safety and security,
love and belonging, esteem, cognitive, aesthetic, self- actualization,
and transcendence). Maslow’s hierarchy of needs describes how
these needs have different priorities. He proposed that lower needs
have a higher priority and that these needs must be met before an
individual will move to a higher need, with a lower priority.

Fig.85: Hierarchy of needs, Maslow (1971)
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Demands call for design principles
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In Dalang context, the needs of different target
groups (migrant workers, children, and white
collars) can be categorized into seven different
needs (except the needs of transendence which is
too vague for people in Dalang).
It is apparent that due to different hierarchy of
needs of three target groups, the level of cognition
of them is quite different, too. These different
levels of cognition, determining the differences in
the perception of space, greatly impact the type of
environments required to meet the needs, in these
different stages of cognitive development. Their
demands for facilities and programmes fall into
18 categories, from career planning to affordable
housing. Take this one step further, design
principles concerning multiple scales from Dalang
area, community to block could be established.

Fig.86: Demands translated to facilities
Formulating Intercultural Strategies
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Use patterns as design components
A pattern, to my understanding, is an organic combination of space and

This research is a multiscalar approach, with defining scales from Dalang

activities; exploring the interplay between design and social interaction. All

sub district scale (L), community scale (M) to block scale (S).

of us are considered as participants and at the same time, practitioners,
which means we can create our own patterns, and adapt it in a certain
context over time. This level of participation is central to the idea of
“piecemeal” building: a community is built over a long period of time, piece
by piece. (Alexander et al 1977, 1979)

There are already some paradigms like food stand, time-shared road,
children doing their homework in front of their parents’ shop. Base on
my own observation and analysis in Dalang, examples below can further
illustrate how the pattern applies to very different situation.

L

M

Area: 37.2 km2

Area: 1.72 km2

Dalang scale

Fig.87: Multi scalar approach

Community scale

S

Block scale

Fig.88: Facilities translated to design principles, and patterns
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Patterns on Dalang scale

Pedestrian street
Shuttle bus
Foot bridge
Open market
Community park

Fig.89: Patterns accommodation on Dalang scale
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Pedestrian street

Community park

Accessible waterfront

Foot bridge

To function properly, pedestrian

According to Christopher

According to Alexander (1977:137),

According to Alexander (1977:305),

streets need to be no cars; but

Alexander’s research (1977:305),

natural pools and streams need

foot bridge connecting to public

frequent crossings by streets with

people need green open places

to be preserved and allow them to

space and buildings provides a

traffic: deliveries and other activities

to go to; when they are close they

run through the city; make paths

platform that is welcoming, guiding,

must be arranged at the early

use them. But if the greens are

for people to walk along them

and luring. Foot bridge including

hours of the morning. It is even

more than three minutes away, the

and footbridges to cross them.

skywalk across traffic, bridge on

better to arrange buildings so that

distance overwhelms the need.

Whenever possible, collect rainwater

a river or stream, and overpass

they form pedestrian streets with

This problem can only be solved if

in open gutters and allow it to flow

connecting buildings or multi-layers.

many entrances and open stairs

dense distribution of small parks -

above ground, along pedestrian

It can also be part of an endlessly

directly from the upper stories to

or greens - are scattered so widely,

paths and in front of houses. Every

expanding network, play the role

the street, so that even movement

and so profusely.

urban design project, at every scale,

of not only ‘passing by’, but also a

between rooms is outdoors, not just

should take stock of the distribution

catalyst of interaction between the

movement between buildings.

of water.

built environment and people.

www.sgpa.com
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http://ezramagazine.cornell.edu
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Community shuttle bus

Mosaic of subcultures

Open market

High places

Concerning the inconvenience of

According to Alexander (1977:44),

An open market is an economic

According to Alexander (1977:317),

commuting by public transportation

in a city made of a large number of

system with no barriers to free

build occasional high places as

between communities and public

subcultures relatively small in size,

market activity. Open market is

landmarks throughout the city.

amenities, shuttle bus service

each occupying an identifiable

also an activity that illustrates

They can be a natural part of the

could be operated within the public

place and separated from other

multiple cultures within a city. In

topography, or towers, or part of the

transportation system.

subcultures by a boundary of

Dalang context, the open market

roofs of the hightest local building-

nonresidential land, new ways of life

system could also be a cooperative

but, in any case, they should inlude

can develop. People can choose the

program involving the fashion valley

a physical climb. As for distribution,

kind of subculture they wish to live

entrepreneurs, communities as well

we suggest about one of these high

in, and can still experience many

as municipalities, forming an open

places for each community of 7000,

ways of life different from their own.

air outlet which provides a platform

high enough to be seen throughout

for integration between different

the community.

These can be bus or minivan
operated, but are usually short or
medium distance journeys taking
less than an hour. Shuttle buses
will usually link with other transport
hubs, such as transition node.

www.lulusoso.com
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group of people.

www.blackburnlife.com
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Patterns on community scale

Building thoroughfare
Children's way
Streetscape
Street art
Soho community
Self governing workshop
Trellised walk

Fig.90: Patterns accommodation on community scale
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Soho community

Building thoroughfare

Trellised walk

Hierarchy of open space

The soho community contains a mix

According to Alexander (1977:497-

According to Alexander (1977:810),

According to Alexander (1977:558),

of working space, living space as

498), building thoroughfare

trellised walks emphasize the path it

outdoors, people always try to find

well as public facilities and services.

functions as a shortcut when people

covers, and to set off one part of the

a spot where they can have their

If the workplaces are grouped

try to go from one side to the other

path as a special section of a longer

backs protected, looking out toward

around a common courtyard where

of a building. More than a simple

path in order to make it an especially

some larger opening, beyond the

people can sit, talk and eat, it will

shortcut, the corridor should be

nice and inviting place to walk.

space immediately in front of them.

help the contact and community

lined with seats and places to stop,

among the inhabitants. The soho

such as newspaper, magazine,

Since the trellised path creates

In short, people do not sit facing

community is usually interlaced with

and candy stands, bulletin boards,

enclosure around the spaces that it

brick walls - they place themselves

the larger community in which it is

exhibits, and displays. Giving

bounds, use it to create a virtual wall

toward the view or toward whatever

located.

people the sense of where they are

to define an outdoor space.

there is in the distance that comes
nearest to a view.

and getting the feeling.

hulyakolabasphotography.com
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www.alamy.com

dutchhospitaldesign.com
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Streetscape

Street art

Self-governing workshop

Children’s way

Streetscape is the term given to

Street art here as a pattern in this

Self-governing workshop in Dalang

According to Alexander (1977:296),

the collective appearance of all

context also contains sculptures,

would involve house owners,

in a community, a childrens'

buildings, footpaths, gardens and

street performance, etc. It is

officers, representatives of residents,

pedestrian path need to be carefully

landscaping along a street. It is the

visible and accessible. The more

CBOs and NGOs. Topics range from

developed. The path goes past

visual identity of a neighborhood and

appreciable imagery of street

to discuss the community building

and through interesting parts of the

plays an important role in facilitating

art is what lends it to the favor

suggestions; give people a chance

community; and it is relatively safe.

interaction between residents and

of businesses and community

to utilize and develop their faculties;

It’s part of the overall system. There

creating a community. Well designed

organizations. Local street artists

to enable them to overcome their

should be many homes and shops

streetscapes encourage connection,

as well as international artists

ego-centeredness by joining with

along the path - adults are nearby,

understanding and community spirit

are always welcomed to express

other people in a common task; and

especially the old enjoy watching

among residents.

thoughts and ideas in color and line.

to bring forth the goods and services

the kids out of the corner of one eye.

.

www.skyscrapercity.com
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www.livablecities.org
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Patterns on block scale

Shopfront childcare
Showcase collection
Street cafe
Food stand
Communal space
Roof garden
Super block

100m

Fig.91: Patterns accommodation on block scale
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Super block

Food stand

Roof garden

Communal space

Super block can be created by

According to Alexander (1977:455),

According to Alexander (1977:576),

According to Alexander (1977:337),

arranging the community roads

the food stands make it possible for

roofs are always exposed to the

the communal space is a common

differently in off-peak hours and

citizens to get simple, inexpensive

sun, we should indeed make parts

land that can be defined semi-

weekends, so to encourage

food on the street, and which

of almost every roof system usable

public or even private. The land

interactions and reduce congestions.

contribute most to city life, are the

as roof gardens. Make these parts

makes it possible for people to

Streets and path in communities

smallest shacks and carts from

flat, perhaps terraced for planting,

feel comfortable outside their

can replace traffic lights and other

which individual vendors sell their

with places to sit and sleep, private

buildings and their private territory,

traditional road indicators with a

wares. Concentrate food stands

places. Place the roof gardens at

and therefore allows them to feel

"distinctive paving pattern" that

where cars and paths meet - either

various stories, and always make it

connected to the larger social

suited pedestrians and cyclists as

portable stands or small huts, or

possible to walk directly out onto the

system. Communal space also acts

well as drivers in what had become

built into the fronts of buildings, half-

roof garden from some lived-in part

as a meeting place for people.

more of a "coherent plaza."

open to the street.

of the building.

house.dzwww.com
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Street café

Shopfront childcare

Urban livingroom

Showcase collection

According to Alexander, people

Instead of building large childcare

Urban living room is originally

The showcase can be designed as

enjoy mixing in public, in parks,

center, setting up tiny or even

a collaboration between Bas

pop-up cubes to introduce various

squares, along promenades and

temporary constructions in front

Kortmann and Studio ID Eddy. It is

product from food, crafts to costume.

avenues. Street café in Dalang

of a shop or a café is more

a combination of social and cultural

They are made from an integrated

context could be seats and tables in

sufficient and reprogrammable.

perspectives. A design project that

structure and are compact enough

front of restaurants and drink bars,

In Dalang, this pattern already

focuses on hospitality and small-

to ship on a flatbed truck. Clad in

providing a unique setting, special

existed. The shopfront childcare in

scale meetings in the big city. It

transparent glass or translucent

to cities: a place where people can

this way deserves promotion in a

is very accessible and adaptive,

plastic, the showcases can beckon

sit lazily, legitimately, be on view,

neighborhood.

adding a contrasting layer to every

visitors from morning till night. They

context. The uni-color and the indoor

can be installed anywhere suitable

homely feeling make it stand out in

for a certain period of time and then

urban landscapes, parks, in nature

continued to travel around the area.

and watch the world go by.

and exhibition spaces.

http://www.ideddy.com/u/
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Building partnerships through the process
In the process of urban regeneration in Dalang area, the local
government plays the leading role. As there are so many
stakeholders involved, top-down development approach by
starting an implementation with structural effect seems to be the
most efficient way.
Developers and local enterprises should be encouraged to
shoulder more social responsibility, focusing on not only economic
profit, but also the built environment and social value generated
from public-interest-oriented projects in a long term. For instance,
making the courtyard open and accessible, through time-shared
management.
Considering CBO as a bridge, connecting residents to the
landowners, local government, and entrepreneurs. Residents will
gain more power on giving opinions and taking participation.
Public sector holds the responsibility for economic development
and social just. Concerning social commitment, public sector
should be a moderator balancing public and private interests.
Thus, the Urban Regeneration Bureau in Shenzhen is responsible
for supervising the implementation of redevelopment program,
conducting the meeting with the actors involved in the program.
To formalize the new construction and improving the spatial
qualities, community designers are needed to work with them. The
public sector and NGOs should consultant implement proactive
operations together.
Formulating Intercultural Strategies

Fig.92: Stakeholders involved
Building partnerships through the process
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Define community-based organization (CBO)
A community-based organization is basically a nonprofit organization,
looks after the common interest of the owners and tenants of a community,
such as the infrastructure, environment, public facilities and security. In the
Netherlands, once people own an apartment, they automatically become
members of the owner’s association, in Dutch namely ‘Vereniging van
Eigenaren’, and VvE for short. The general idea borrowed from VvE is that
the decision-making is always taken in a democratic way: every property
owner cast a vote, most regular decisions require majority of the ballots.

The CBO in Dalang will consist of local property owners, shopkeepers,
tenants including migrant workers and up-coming white collars. The content
of responsibilities of CBO is also wider-range than VvE. CBO is supposed
to:
• Organize self-governance meetings and collect feedbacks from
members.
• Gather statistics of rental apartments and tenants; provide
services such as estate management, renting and trading.
• Take regenerating actions that are usually small-scale, based
on a ‘step by step’ approach; follow the instruction of local
government.
• Together with NGOs, make contribution to essential policy
change and planning process. In order to find solutions to
collective problems.
• Collaborate with the village joint company; offer preferential
policy for self-employed workers and upcoming residents.
• Cooperate with entrepreneurs in Fashion Valley, as large amount
of residents are employees. Introduce activities such as brand
promotion, exhibitions and theme festivals to achieve revitalization.

Fig.93: CBOs scope for role playing by level of intervention
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Despite the management of community properties, the CBO
also burden the responsibilities related to cultural integration:
• Provide guidance for the development and
implementaion of cultural policy in Dalang.
• Oversight of city grants to organizations and events.
• Build awareness and integration of intercultural
opportunities into all city initiatives, programmes and
projects.
• Develop a strategy for intercultural integration with
the local municipality.
• Collect and submit the cultural sector data and
culture budget report to the municipality every year.

Fig.94: CBO's role in facilitating intercultural integration
Formulating Intercultural Strategies
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Chapter Ⅴ

Design Implementation

Introduction
This chapter will first briefly explain the idea and
inspiration behind pattern, taking two as examples. As
there is no formula for socio-spatial implementation, the
pattern language translated from the local demands
are of course not a solution for all problems. However
the combinations of pattern sets at different locations
provide abundant adaptiveness and opporturnities for
transformation. Then the design implementations form
three systems, namely pedestrian system, green-blue
system and open space system.
Explorations in developing partnerships on local
level and even city level will be ellaborated. Taking
a community as a whole in cooperations and
administrations gives new insight of local governing.

Fig.95: Project overview

Design implementation
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Pattern example- Communal space

Communal space can be illustrated in many different
ways: an open garden, a courtyard, a card room (as
Fig.96 shows, old people weekly gather together in the
card room on ground floor in one residential building in
Delft) or even simply under the shade of a big tree.
The pattern is derived from neighborhood not only in
the Netherlands, but also in Shenzhen, Guangzhou and
other cities. Maybe it is too familiar to us to recognize
this kind of space in daily life. Alexander (1977) also
emphasis the importance of communal space in making
people feel comfortable and belonging.
There is no certain answer to whether the pattern will
work well in Dalang, but the awareness of reclaiming
shared space (semi-public as a courtyard or semiprivate as an indoor card room) is the aim of bringing
this pattern into consideration.

Fig.96: Communal space in residential building,
Artemisstraat 6, 2624 ZN, Delft
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Pattern example- Shopfront childcare

Shopfront childcare is more localized as in Xinwei
community, there are children gathered in front of a
restaurant for studying, eating or playing. This pattern
lies more attention on the characteristics of children:
they are a group that more curious about the built
environment as well as people. If we define shopfront
zone as a semi-public area, it will provide opportunities
for children to observe, socilize and share.
Another key design principle behind this pattern is
flexibility. Few furnitures and plants will make it work. In
this way, this accommodation is quite relevant.

Fig.97: Shopfront childcare in Xinwei village
Design implementation
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System-related projects
In regard of the anticipated impact of projects, they are
roughly categorized into three systems as pedestrian
system, green-blue system and outdoor and indoor
public space system.
For the convenience of the users as well as readers,
the projects are numbered as three digits. The first
digit represents for the system, “1” for pedestrian
system, “2” for green blue system and “3” for outdoor
and indoor public space system. The second digit is
used to distinguish between projects that use different
patterns as design tools.
Under the storyline, 9 existing facilities and activities
related to culture are mapped. However in most cases,
the facilities are for-profit or private, night fairs are not
well organized or supervized.

Fig.98: Existing facilities and activities related to culture
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Then here come 23 typical projects
numbered from 111 to 364, forming an
intercultural integration network. Each of
these projects could have description and
explanation, however going into the detail of
each is not that necessary, so 9 of them will
be elaborated at this point of time.

100m

Fig.99: Overview map of facilities and activities related to
culture after transformation
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The 23 proposed intercultural integration innovations share
a set of 24 patterns. Investigating the possibilities of the
combinition of patterns becomes necessary at this point.

Fig.100: Patterns categoried by scales

Fig.101: Patterns and implementations, unassociated

The abundance of patterns are applied in
projects related to different systmes through
scales. Various combinition of patterns
provides more possibilities and adaptiveness
in this innovative approach, which means
although the patterns are not all local
inspired, the pattern sets are ready to meet
future changes socially and spatially.

Fig.102: Patterns and implementations, associated

Projects under way as result of this study
Planning period 2016-2030

Pedestrian system implementation
The pedestrian system includes
implementations with a focus on
reconnecting key interventions and provide
pedestrian-friendly built environment, in
avenues, arcadeand linear space with
activities. Abundant varieties lie in this
system as each intervention holds specific
characteristics.

Fig.103: Pedestrian system implementation map
Design implementation
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111 Shiao Avenue
Opportunity
Shiao Avenue is currently a significant green asset, which connected to the Dalang
greenway to the north. It becomes significant to include in this linkage the undefined
and strategically located waterfront area in the south. As it pass through Shiao
community, the project has sought to highlight for events, planting and growing.

Fig.104: Shiao Avenue current situation
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Patterns
Pedestrian street, trellised walk, building thoroughfare,
street scape, super block

Fig.105: Shiao Avenue after transformation

Daytime

Night

Before transformation

After transformation

Fig.106: Street profile of Shiao Avenue
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Partnerships
The Shiao Avenue locates in the territory of Shiao
community, the stakeholders involve the village joint
company, the local government. The village company
could take a leading role, the benefits will be the
increase of commercial and residential value of Shiao
community.
Anticipated impact
Shiao Avenue is the key elements of reconnecting within
the site, the contribution it makes is on a structural level:
forming a public space network as soil for activities and
projects.

Fig.107: Spatial form of Shiao Avenue
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121 Shiao arcade
Opportunity
The shiao arcade basically includs two residential- commercial

Patterns
Building thoroughfare, street scape

buildings. Both of them are in good condition, front side
facing the busy Shiao road, back side facing the stream.
By transforming the back side into a shopping arcade, the
waterfront is more accessible and the existing plank walk will
not be a waste.

Fig.108: Shiao arcade current situation (back side)
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Fig.109: Shiao Avenue after transformation
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Green-blue system implementation
The green-blue system includes
implementations focusing on ecological
restoration, waterfront revitalization and
accessible green space for community tenants.
Namely, Kaibin Community Park, Xinwei
Community Park and Dalang Waterfront Park.

Fig.110: Green-blue system implementation map
Design implementation
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211 Kaibin community park
Opportunity

Patterns

The opporturnity for regeneration lies in the vacant

Community park, foot bridge, high places, communal

land and the elevation difference. Reconnection should

space

concern not only physical linkage, but also visual
contact, people will go where they find comfortable and
interesting. The reconnection aims at making Kaibin
community included in the newly built network.

Fig.111: Current situation (towards Shiao community)
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Fig.112: Site after transformation
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Fig.113: Spatial quality before and after transformation

Opportunity
The picture illustrates the existing plank walk along the water, however not that
accessible or well designed. The height difference also offer the spatial viriables.

Fig.114: Current situation

Patterns
Community park, foot bridge, street cafe, roof
garden, accessible waterfront

Fig.115: Site after transformation

A
A

Fig.116: Section A- A
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Fig.117: Spatial quality before and after transformation

231 Dalang waterfront park
Opportunity
By evaluating the current situation, demolition of three office and industrial buildings
paves the path to the development of waterfront park. The strategic location and
landscape identifies the area as a future centrality of cutural activities, which in the
meantime could be enhanced into a green-blue system.

Fig.118: Current situation

Patterns
Self-governing workshop, foot bridge, accessible
waterfront, open market, high places

Fig.119: Site after transformation

Partnerships
Dalang waterfront park requires the
cooperation between local government, CBOs
and developers especially concerning the
demolition of three currently functioning as
office and industrial buildings. The plan will be
realized through planning tools as the transfer
of development from this area to upcoming
Shiao Complex, as a compensation for the
demolition.

Fig.120: Partnerships
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Anticipated impact
The Dalang waterfront park will be included into not
only green-blue system, but also pedestrian system,
in regard of the upgraded wooden walk. It provides
an opportunity for pedestrian orientated culture to
develop. In addition, the nature conservation interest
in the waterfont fosters precious urban ecology.

Fig.121: Spatial form

The section shows the redevelopment of waterfront area. Existing wooden
walk is reserved and improved into a multi layer pedestrians. Considering
the current parking issue in communities, a two-stories' parking lot provides
around 200 parking place for neighborhoods nearby.
Another innovation deserves to higihlight is the water square located close
to Shiao Roade, connecting to the rainwater collection and sewage system.
It becomes a pool during the rainy season of southern China.

B

B

Fig.122: Section B-B

Fig.123: Spatial quality after transformation

Outdoor and indoor public space system implementation
The outdoor and indoor public space
system includes implementations with a
focus on place making, in forms of mixedused blocks, squares, pocket parks and
meeting places. Abundant varieties lie in
this system as each of them holds specific
characteristics.

Fig.124: Outdoor and indoor open public space
system implementation map
Design implementation
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311 Shiao Complex
Opportunity
The current situation rings an alarm that Shiao community is severely suffering from
the shortage of public space and amenities. The eastern part of Shiao community
offers possibilities for redevelopment, which will diversify the urban forms, services and
architectural appearance, make a structural change for Dalang area.

Fig.125: Current situation

Patterns
Roof garden, super block, hierarchy of space,
children's way, super block, soho community.

Fig.126: Site after transformation

Partnerships
Shiao complex will only happen if local government, developers and CBOs
work closely. The agreement of demolition of current low-rise commercial and
residential building might be achieved through years of negociation. CBOs
should burden the responsibility of collecting the will of people, including
land owners and tenants. Developers should take the social responsibility
to inlcude a certain ratio of social housing and public service, such as
educational function. This may cause economic loss period, but the social
value and benefits should be delivered in a long run. Some proportion of
redevelopment rights will be transferred to property owners in waterfront area
concerning the demolition there.
Anticipated impact
Shiao complex creates sphere of ‘mix’ where they have not previously existed,
facilitate different kinds of mobility and favor visualization, and acceptance
among the citizenry of overlooked or ill-considered neighborhoods to
the extent that these more public interest oriented aims, and not just the
economical aims, are taken into account.

small business
large business
club
public facilities
educational (primary school)
educational (kindergarten)
office
industrial
social housing
high-end residential

Fig.127: Function distribution after redevelopment
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Fig.128: Function shuffle through the redevelopment
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321 Shiao Plaza
Opportunity

Patterns

The area in the middle part of Shiao community

Pedestrian street, children's way, trellised walk,

is currently occupied by an elevated basketball

urban livingroom, food stand.

playground, some green and parking area. Considering
the shortage or public space inside the urban grid
of Shiao community, this area offers opportunity to
redevelop. The area can be seen as a compensation of
social benefits and a centrality for activities.

Fig.129: Current situation of the site of Shiao Plaza
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Fig.130: Site after transformation
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332 Xinwei entry stairs
Opporturnity
The Xinwei gateway is current elevated, the hight difference is up to 1.8 m, through
transforming it into wooden stairs, it will be more attractive for people. The street art on
the back side of two-stories commercial buildings is feasible and reprogrammable.

Fig.131: Current situation of the site of Xinwei entry stairs

Patterns
Pedestrian street, open market, street art, communal
space.

Fig.132: Site after transformation
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Fig.133: Spatial form

Fig.134: Spatial quality before and after transformation

Fig.135: Spatial quality before and after transformation

341 Ellassay Carnival
The Ellassay industry park is well developed, however the courtyard is fenced, the CBO
could negociate with the entrepreneur and manage the space as time-shared public
space. The carnival includes various of services such as retailing, food stand, snooker
playing and so on.

Fig.136-137: Current situation of the site of Shiao Plaza

Patterns
Pedestrian street, hierarchy of space, communal space.

Fig.138: Site after transformation

Partnership
The Ellassay Industrial Park is well developed,
however the courtyard is fenced, the CBO
could negociate with the entrepreneur and
manage the space as time-shared public
space. The carnival fair includes various
of services, all these should be under the
direction and oversight of CBO.
Anticipated impact
Once the Ellassay Industrial Park is open as
pilot project, not only employees but also
tenants in the neiborhoods nearby can benefit
from the space and activities. Then further
innovations in industrial parks in Dalang will be
on the agenda.

Fig.139: Partnerships
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Fig.140: Graph of local integration before the actions

Fig.141: Graph of local integration after the actions

High

High

Low

Low

Expected street vitality in Dalang
Through the systematic implementation, profound influence will
be made to street vitality. Time-shared management and new
connections will facilitate the street life all around Dalang area.
Street vitality in daytime and night will both improved due to the
cultural revitalization innovations.

High

Fig.142: Expected street vitality in daytime
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Low
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High

Fig.143: Expected street vitality at night
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300 DAC
ARTS & CULTURE IN DALANG
CAN VALUE BE DISCOVERED?
CAN VALUE BE SHARED?
111 - 364 ARE THE VENUES FOR ARTS
& CULTURE IN DALANG AREA
PLEASE ADD YOUR CONTRIBUTION

Printed and distributed by Dalang Community Based Organization, all rights reserved.

100m

300 DAC map is designed as shown, focusing on
the regenerated art and culture facilities and venues.
Produced by Community Based Organization.

N

Fig.144: Implementations overview map zoom in

CULTURAL
WALKING

Printed and distributed by Dalang Community Based Organization, all rights reserved.

The cultural walking map is designed as shown, as a guide
for people who are willing to go on a tour and find out what
values are there.
Produced by Community Based Organization.

N

Fig.145: Cultural walking map zoom in

User groups and meeting place
The map shows where people spend most of their
leisure time in a day. Different group puts interests in
different area: children prefer to play on vacant land
near the neighborhood they live in, young migrant
workers prefer places provide services, white collar
people do not prefer to go outside much. As current
situation of built environment in communities and
industrial parks is low in quality and quantity, different
groups do not have many opportunities to meet with.

Children
Young migrant workers
White collar and makers

Fig.146: User groups and meeting place before urban regeneration
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User groups and meeting place
Since the strategy is aimed at community building
through intercultural integration approach,
accommodations with abundant diversity make it
much more possible for different people to meet. The
anticipate result is shown as Fig. 147. Innovations taking
key locations such as the waterfront, Shiao Plaza and
community night fairs become new meeting place for
children, young migrant workers and white collars.

Children
Young migrant workers
White collar and makers
Mixture of groups

Fig.147: User groups and meeting place after urban regeneration
Design implementation
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Urban mobility and people with
different cultural backgrounds
Based on the observation and interviews during field trip,
people with different cultural backgrounds show different

I prefer to go to Kaibin community for
snacks after work. The distance is not a
problem for me when thinking of the food.
Yang, 23, migrant worker
From Gansu (northwestern China)
Han (main ethic group)

preferences and interests in activities in leisure time.
According to their description, their faverable destinations
are mapped, among them are restaurant, food stand, tea
house and canteen of a company.

I love Hakka traditional food, and I can
find a lot in Shiao community.
Deng, 24, migrant worker
From Guangdong (southern China)
Hakka (sub ethic group)
I am not picky with food, so I usually eat in
the canteen downstairs.
Liu, 32, manager in Fashion Valley
From Guangdong (southern China)
Han (main ethic group)
My work place is kind of boring, so I
sometimes went to have a drink at the tea
house with coworkers.
Ren, 26, manager in Fashion Valley
From Hebei (northern China)
Han (main ethic group)

I would like to play pool or cards, or
watching others do after dinner.
Fig.148: People with different cultural background favourate
spots in Dalang

Sun, 24, migrant worker
From Sichuan (southwestern China)
Han (main ethic group)
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Lanzhou Noodles

Hakka Toufu

Ellassay Industrial Park

Black Tea Time
(makerspace)

Sichuan Restaurant
100m

Fig.149: Urban mobility of people with different cultural background
Design implementation
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Urban mobility and people with
different cultural backgrounds
One step further, their current route of activities
in leisure time is illustrated. In regard of the low
urban quality and existing barriers, their range of
urban mobility is limited to 15 mins' walking to 10
mins' cycling.

Fig.150: Urban mobility of people with different cultural background

100m

before transformation
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Urban mobility and people with
different cultural backgrounds
The innovations not only enhance the connectivity,
but also improve the urban quality of public space.
As a result, more spots become attractive for the five
interviewees with different cultural backgrounds. The
accessible waterfront area will be a new gathering
place. And people are more free to travel longer
distance as the pedestrian system and shuttle bus
system established. Thus, the possibility of meeting
and sharing is increased sharply.

Fig.151: Urban mobility of people with different cultural background

100m

after transformation
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Development process
As the urban villages in Dalang located in peripheral Shenzhen, which are in
a relatively steady state concerning the commercial value and reconstruction
pressure. Hence, the development process of up to 15 years can be predicted
or rather, designed. The proposed development process can be treated as an
advise along with the undergo urban regeneration process.
1st order task: Re-connecting
According to the research, spatial fragmentation can be one of the main
reasons for social segregation. Such as the undeveloped and blocked
waterfront, the height difference between communities, and pedestrian
unfriendly streets. Implementations concerning reconnecting are identified as
key components in the master plan, but which do not require big investment,
and can therefore be achieved in a short term. For example, the Shiao
Avenue contributes a lot to the structural change, making the waterfront more
accessible. Actions including downgrading the street passing through Shiao
community and repave the ground can be taken swiftly, which make it a
pedestrian friendly corridor.
On the scale of Dalang area, reconnecting helps utilizing the potential of high
integration by diversifying activities and redefining public space. This aim can
be achieved by networked pedestrians, foot bridge and overpass, creating
a continuous walking environment. The connections also linked with public
spaces and public facilities.
Fig.152: 1st order task: Re-connecting
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2nd order task: Place making
Place making is considered being conducted at the same time with
reconnecting. As massive potential lie in communities and border area, it
becomes a natural step to make place in order to form a public space network.
The same example of Shiao Avenue can be given here, since the street is
downgraded and repaved, it could be enhanced into a plaza to meet the
common interest of stakeholders.
Place making is related to demolition, which means the actions will be taken
step by step. Associated with temporary installation and promoted activities,
collective space will be animated in a short term. By transferring development
rights of demolished properties, the key place-making project will be
established, that is, the Dalang waterfront park. The project may help to inform
approach and design to those larger scaled projects, offering delight and
interest in the relatively long term.

Fig.153: 2st order task: Place making

3rd order task: Reconstruction and local self-governance regulation
establishment
Considering the needs, costs and profits, there will not be a complex for
Dalang until 2020 at the earliest, since the area currently function as a mix of
commercial and industrial, and to some extent meet the needs of people. As a
result, the demolition and reconstruction can only be possible in a long term,
probably after years of negociation.
The exploration of self-governance in regard of building partnership between
communities, developers and entrepreneurs will also be a long run project.
Local government should always take the initiative to support CBOs’ work.
Design implementation

Development process
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Chapter Ⅵ

Conclusions and reflections

Conclusions
The whole research seems coming to an end with the design products
provided. The answer to the main research question up to this point has
been provided. Given the fact that it was divided in sub-research questions,
an answer to them is equivalent to the answer of the main research
question.
Sub-research question 1:

What kind of space got the potential for facilitating the social learning

process in communities?

To answer this question, literatures do supports diversity in urban form and
program as a way to achieve a better-integrated community. Examples of
such principles are the following: mixed use area, variation in services, and
eyes upon the streets.
Through fieldtrip in Dalang, Shenzhen, the activated space share a common
factor that: meeting the comparatively low grade of needs, which means
people across cultural and educational backgrounds will all be interested
in. First people meet, and then social learning happens. Place that is open,
semi-enclosed, and not fully planted. Facilities that is affordable, collective,
and free of flexible use. Guided by these principles, the usage of space of
different groups can be summarized as a set of patterns, aiming at bridging

Sub-research question 2:

How do different groups experience and use the built environment in

daily life?

In this research, it becomes evident that young migrant workers’ experience
of public space is directly tied to their cognitive development rather than
cultural backgrounds. Their daily routines are constant, however they
are adaptive to changes if there is any, for instance, a newly completed
basketball playground. And they are easily influence by each other,
including coworkers and community promotion.
The current situation of built environment in Dalang is not that childrenfriendly. To my surprise is that children living there are still capable of
discover place to stay and run around. As children become older and their
cognitive development expands, they are increasingly able to perceive
more aspects of the environment, while simultaneously demanding more
from it in terms of requirements.
We can thus conclude that there is not one way in which children and
migrant workers experience and use their environment, but rather, quite
different ways resulting from the stages of cognitive development that
overlap around the edges.

the gap between theory and design.
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Sub-research question 3:

What kind of network fostering integration can be formed involving

communities, government, and enterprises in Dalang district and how

can different groups benefit from it?

The answer to this question was given through literature review as well as
case study in regard of cooperation within actors. It is of great importance
as it gave an insight regarding the existing approaches according to which
Shenzhen has been trying to develop alternative governance model in
urban regeneration projects. Specifically, the literature research revealed
that no matter of the action that is adopted in every case, main aim of the
solutions is to find the common interest of different stakeholders and try to
balance them.

158
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Further discussions of developing the alternative urban regeneration
model for intercultural integration then become possible and significant.
It seems urgent to rethink and even, rename, urban village. It is more
accurate if we see urban villages as a mirror image or the formal city,
for the characteristics of informal, collective and more accessible for its
residents as well as outsiders. Verified by field trip in Dalang, suburb
urban villages are more open and self sustained, functioning as a little
kingdom. Hence “the city in the city” can be a more official and academic
title for this urban form.
Compared with gated communities, urban village communities have
the social nature of developing a community with public space network.
The large amount of flowing population, the involved stakeholders, the
spontaneous small business, make it more likely to interact. According
to Hillier et al (1984), spatial order is a function of social solidarity. Great
potential lies in urban village communities, considering not only the
existing opportunities of place making, but also the stronger connection
between people. The community will be able to provide facilities and
activities that meet the needs in daily life within 15 mins' walking distance.
More abundant diversity lie in larger area, usually within 15 mins' cycling
distance, forming a intercultural cluster.

Fig.154: Urban regeneration model for intercultural integration
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Fashion
Valley

The urban regeneration model for intercultural integration is considerably
practical and appliable to other cases in similar context in Shenzhen.
Shangxia Henglang Community and Anhongji Industrial Park in southern

Shiao
Community

part of Dalang sub district, both are underway of implementation and
transformation.
In the wider context of industrial adjustment, the urban transformation

Xinwei
Community

is underway. The regeneration of urban villages fundamentally gives
impacts to the context. Starting from the change taken place in the built
environment, a more intercultural-oriented governance model will be
developed. The developing process of public space network will foster

1 km

a more integrated partnership of stakeholders. With the establishment
of CBO, cooperation between communities and Fashion valley will be
possible and practical.
Finally, urban village will become an essential part of culture of
Shenzhen, the unique history and urban fabric of urban villages will
1 km

naturally become a cognitive basis of next generations. So to say, the
Shenzhen resides in urban village communities is not so much the city
as the fancy one, it is another Shenzhen. This phrase points at two
implications, first, urban village as well as the city is in socio-spatial
transformation; second, urban village is another exploration of building
public space and social network.

Fig.155: Urban regeneration model for intercultural integration
applied in other possible locations

Kaibin
Community

Shangxia
Henglang
Community

Anhonagji
Industrial
Park

Reflections
1. The relationship between research and design
In this project, the research is derived from the attempt to rethink the
interaction between built environment and social integration. Literature and
comparative study help to thoroughly understand the implication and impact
of Shenzhen’s complicated social context, such as the historical evolution of
urban village, the socio-spatial transformation, and the culture of migration.
Based on research, essential value of the project site has become concrete
and clear, as the problem statement formulated.
Moreover, the previous research on issues of urban regeneration gives
great insight into design process of small scaled, collective and networked
interventions. However it is easy to get stuck when the design takes priority
over research at the very beginning. I went back to the review of hierarchy
of needs, which helped me to figure out what values the target groups
pursue. Otherwise the design implementation will be not that convincing. In
this way, research becomes an essential base and guide of design.
To end up with, the project can be classified as ‘research-based design’
rather than ‘design-based research’. Taking steps of discovering patterns,
releasing public space, the goal of cultural interaction will be achieved,
which is set by the research.

2. The relationship between the theme of the graduation lab and the subject/
case study chosen by the student within this framework (location/object)
Graduation lab ‘complex cities’ focuses on formulating methods and
guidelines for the building of economically and socially advantageous and
sustainable cities and metropolitan regions in order to bring the results of
this research to planners, designers and policy-makers in usable forms.
Under the frame of ‘complex cities”, together with massive input from Urban
fabrics, the case study in the project points two implications of the theme:
a) understanding the ‘complex’ context of metropolitan cities,
b) finding out potential lie in the context as well as in the built environment.
As cities are physical spaces where people interact with the built
environment. The target group is therefore a main key in such interaction, in
this project, I try to understand different target groups in the perspective of
cultural integration, which lead the project to a user-oriented approach. The
project explores the possibility of urban reform to balance effectiveness and
equity in the time of knowledge economy.
Urban fabrics also contributes a lot in the process, as the methods of
designing address the evolution of urban form, specifically in Shenzhen.
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3. The relationship between the methodical line of approach of the graduation
lab and the method chosen by the student in this framework

4. The relationship between the project and the wider social context
The project not only produces effects on the context of Dalang, but

One theme of complex cities studio is concerned with the governance

also the wider context. In addition to urban environment, the research is

in the context of the increasing complexity and fragmentation of spatial

primarily relevant to socio-economical issues, and providing an intercultural

relationships. It motivates students to investigate the role of spatial design

perspective.

and planning in metropolitan city. It also requires students to concern with
understanding the evolution of metropolitan spatial structure, in terms of
economic competitiveness, environmental sustainability and social well-

First of all, cultural sustainability is fostered by respecting the tradition,
allowing for contextual interventions and programs. In the past experience

being.

and even during the trip field in Dalang, we got to know that the relatively

My thesis focuses on develop a model of urban regeneration by better

For example, land owners of urban village long for the huge compensation

understanding how culture and history contribute to the construction of a

for demolition of the collective owned property, rather than regeneration

social identity and the producing of a multiplicity of distinct groups. The

implementation. It is reported that ten pilot urban regeneration projects in

methodical line of approach of this graduation lab offers an alternative

Luohu District have been stand still since the year of 2010. Same situation

way to research the relationships between the social, economic and

can be seen in Dalang, that the construction of the Grand Hotel stopped

environmental performance of the city. By interpreting and developing

years ago, the owner of the building would rather make it stay vacant,

patterns of urbanization and urban structure in Dalang, the principles and

than rent it to start-up companies separately. All these remind us of the

guidelines will be formulated. In this way, the methodical line of approach

importance of awareness of social responsibility and cultural solidarity.

provides a frame for thinking about transformation under conditions of urban
mobility, cultural transmission and regional regeneration. It is increasingly
the frame for discussion about changing urban localities and identities,
social, functional and migration patterns.

disorder of urban regeneration attributes to the cognition of ‘profit first’.

Secondly, according to the industry planning of Shenzhen government, we
are now in an era of knowledge-based and innovation-driven development.
Modern service industry and smart industry have the priority, in this sense,
multicultural society creates possibilities for people to achieve their dreams.
This project is in this way quite relevant to the research of the current
context.
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Appendix - interviews
For young migrant workers, the questions will be more about their demand
and situation of work and life.

What do you think about the Youth Dream Center, do you spend time in

What do you usually do in spare time?

" I used to go to Xinwei village for eating after work, food on night fair

there is too good to miss! My co-worker and I would also ask friends

to go together so that they would know each other...”

As a former worker but now a member of NGO, what is your plan?

“ I have one former colleague who has been doing low-skilled work

it? What is your future plan?

" Though there is a library, the atmousphere makes me do not like to

go in, I prefer to have shelves of books outside the room and some

open space for activities like badminton, etc...

I plan to run a shop back in my hometown with my friends of

childhood. I rarely have close friends but one living in downtown of

Shenzhen, and too busy to sit together and talk."

for years, she gets tired of the repetitive work and does have some

Luo, male, age 26,
migrant worker in Yifenghua Industrial Park.

money however the lack of courage and knowledge stops her from

starting her own business...

Now I am on the track of two-months curriculum of business

management, the training school also provide courses on general

computer skill as many young workers would like to choose...

My plan is to go back to my hometown and start wholesale business in

one year or two."

Where would you like to go and stay after work?

" I would stay at my dorm in spare time, if I go out, I usually go to milk

tea shops with my girls."

Li, female, age 26,
migrant worker.

Yang, female, age 23,
now as a member of a NGO,
former worker in in Jiayang Battery Factory.
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Occasionally I encountered three girls as primary school students. For

One of the girls mentioned a young intern teacher before she ran back

them, the questions are more casual and intended at getting to know their

home for dinner.

demands and expectations.

How do you know each other?

"I really miss Ms. Chen, she left after one year teaching at my school.

You made me think of her."
" We three studying in different schools, in different ages, we know

each other because our parents have known each other for a long

Zhang, female, age 11

time...

Tan, female, age 8

Where would you like to go after school and what do you want to be in
the future?

“My dream is to become a teacher when I grow up."
Tan, female, age 8

“There is a cliff (on the edge of the community), I think it is

dangerous... My dream is to become a doctor in the future."
Zhu, female, age 9
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